Abstract. In opportunistic delay tolerant network, message is delivered to a destination node from a source node via intermediate forwarding opportunistically. In this paper, message drop count and success count are recorded, and count difference is defined as the subtraction of success count from drop count. Then, an improved opportunistic routing protocol is proposed in this paper, where a message is forwarded to another node with both lower count difference and higher delivery predictability for this message.
Introduction
In opportunistic delay tolerant network (DTN), message is delivered to a destination node from a source node via intermediate forwarding nodes opportunistically. Therefore, opportunistic DTN is well suited for disaster environment with no infrastructure and sparse node density. Also, inter-planetary communication is one of the applications for DTN. In DTN, when a node generates a new message, it stores the message in its buffer. Then, it carries the message while moving, and forwards the message to another node when it contacts another node opportunistically, and forwarding condition is met. This is called as the 'store-carry-forward' mechanism [1], [2] .
In this paper, we consider probabilistic routing protocol for intermittently connected networks (PRoPHET) as a base protocol, which is one of the representative opportunistic routing protocols for DTN and was standardized in IETF [3] . In PRoPHET, delivery predictability between two nodes, which is defined as a value between 0 and 1, is calculated based on contact history between them. In PRoPHET protocol, a message is forwarded to another node if the delivery predictability of the receiving node is higher than that of the sending node.
Many works on improving the performance of the PRoPHET protocol have been carried out [4] - [7] . In [4] , message forwarding is restricted efficiently using sociality of nodes. In [5] , message forwarding is restricted effectively based on the number of message copies. In [6] , either Epidemic or PRoPHET is selected dynamically based on the density of simultaneous contact nodes. In [7] , contact duration as well as contact frequency is considered for message forwarding.
In PRoPHET protocol, excessive message forwarding may occur and result in the buffer overflow. Therefore, it is necessary to restrict the number of message forwarding in PRoPEHT more efficiently. In this paper, message drop count and success count are recorded, and count difference is defined as the subtraction of success count from drop count. Then, an improved opportunistic routing protocol is proposed in this paper, where a message is forwarded to another node with both lower count difference and higher delivery predictability for this message.
Proposed Protocol
In the proposed protocol, the number of dropped message due to buffer overflow is recorded when a node receives a message from other nodes and this is called as 'drop count' in this paper. Also, the number of successfully delivered messages by the node is recorded, and this is called as 'success count' in this paper. If we subtract success count from drop count, it is defined as 'count difference'. Figure 1 shows the flowchart of the proposed protocol. Each node stores hop count, drop count, success count, and count difference. If a message is generated by a node and has not been forwarded yet before, the hop count of the message is defined as 0, and it is increased by 1 if a message is forwarded to another node. When two nodes contact, messages are forwarded to another node when the node is a destination node of a message in the sender node and success count is increased by 1. Otherwise, the sender node checks if the hop count of the considered message is 0. If it is, a message is forwarded to another node with either lower count difference or higher delivery predictability in order not to limit the dissemination of the message unnecessarily. If hop count of the considered message is not 0, a message is forwarded to another node with both lower count difference and higher delivery predictability for this message. By doing this, a node with more drop count is avoided to reduce message drop and increase delivery ratio of messages. Figure 2 shows an example of message delivery. Node A's count difference is 14 and node B's count difference is 17. Since the hop count of message m1 of node A is 0, it is forwarded to node B since P(B,C) is higher than P(A,C), although node B has higher count difference. On the other hand, message m3 is not forwarded to node B although the hop count of message m3 of node A is 0, since P(B,F) is not higher than P(A,F). Messages m2 and m5 are not forwarded to node B since the delivery predictabilities of node B to D and G are not higher than those of node A to D and G, respectively. 
Summary and Future Work
In this paper, we proposed an improved opportunistic routing protocol using message drop count and success count. In the proposed protocol, message is forwarded to a node with both lower count difference and higher delivery predictability for this message. In our future work, we will carry out a detailed performance analysis of the proposed routing algorithm extensively and optimize the proposed algorithm.
